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DARWIN AND DOMESTICATION. while our ducks have descended from the wild repre- well known bloom is almost entirely peculiar to Russian

sentative Anas boschas . To show how rapidly modi . varieties ; and in reference to the sexes of the Straw

Darwin's late work “ Animals and Plante under fication sometimes results under domestication , Mr. berry, that the true Hautbois, though properly bear

Domestication , ” has just been issued in this country Hewitt found that his young wild birds, always ing male and female organs on separate plants, fre

by Orange Judd & Co. , of New York . It has been changed and deteriorated in character in the course quently produces hermaphrodites ; and Lindley by

very highly spoken of in England and comes to us of two or three generations, notwithstanding thatgreat propagating these latter by runners , at the same time

with an excellent reputation . The popular problem care was taken to prevent any crossing with tame destroying the males, soon raised a prolific stock .

of modern science seems to be the Origin of Species , ducks. After the third generation his birds lost the The principle of Reversion or Atavism, is treated

and of late.years, it has been shaking the moraland elegant carriage of the wild species, and began to ac- of at considerable length , and some of the cases are

intellectual world as by an earthquako. Half a cen- quire the gait of the common duck . They increased truly astounding. Thus the frequent dropping of

tury ago the French naturalist, Lamarck , propounded in size in each generation, and their legs became less black lambs in the purest flocks of sheep of all breede,

his theory which met with little else but ridicule , fine. The white collar around the neck of the Mal- is accounted for on the supposition that the primor

while twenty years since the anonymous work “ Veslard becamo broader and less regular, the wing feath- dial sheep weredark (of which there is good evidence )

tiges of the Natural History of Creation ” made its ers became more or less wbite, etc., etc. The most and of reversion to that type. Whenever a bird ap

appearance. Though this latter was far more unpopular capable judges are convinced that the goose has de- pears in any of the different races of the pigeod ,

then than it would be to.day, it was learned and lucid scended from the wild Gray -lag goose, A. ferus, the with blue wing-coverts, they always have the marks

-ran through severaleditions and was manifestly the young of which can easily be tamed , and it is worthy which characterize the wild Rock pigeon , and which

forerunner of Darwin's “ Origin of Species. ” The of notice that this bird has varied butlittle under do- concur in no other wild species. Crosses between

intenso interest which this lastwork created is as well mestication , and Darwin accounts for it by selection varieties frequently thus revert, and thus prove an

known as the great opposition it has met with from not having come largely into play. Birds of all kinds index to the parent species. For instance, Mr. Dar

many sources . The objectors to the theory can which presentmany distinct races are valued as pets win produced a cock bearing the closest resemblance

but admire the candor and modesty with which it is or ornaments ; no one makes a pet of the goose ; the to the wild Gallus bankiva by crossing a Black Span

put forth, while the fact, that the tide of opinion name, indeed, in more languages than one, is a term ish cock with a white Silk hen , both of which kinds

among naturalists is setting strongly in favor of it, of reproach. The goose is valued for its size and fla- are known to breed true inter se .

and thatsuch men as Asa Gray, Draper, Hooker, Lub- vor, for the whiteness of its feathers and for its pro The good effects of crossing, so far as constitutional

duck, Herbert, Huxley, Owen, Lyell, Bates, Grove, lificness and tameness ; in all of which points it dif- vigor and size are concerned , are made patent in tbis

Wallace, Tyndall, Spencer and others, advocate the fers from the wild parent form , and these are the work, and many instances, such as crossed wheat

same or very similar opinions, should have some points which have been selected. The turkey is de- never blighting, might be given, while a large array

weight with those who have never given any attention scended from the wild Mexican species, Meliagris of facts show the evil effects of closc interbreeding,

to the matter. Mexicana , which, it appears, was domesticated by the though it is worthy of remark that it may be prac

The theory is , briefly, that, since selection by man natives of this country before its ' discovery by Co- ticed with less evil effect with cattle and sheep, than

bas produced such wonderful modifications in our dif- lumbus. Practically our farmers are little concernod with any other animals. As Andrew Knight and

ferent races of both plants and animals ; natural se in the Peacock, Guinea -fowl, Gold - finch and Canary: Kolreuter however, have hinted , it seems to be a law

lection, the result mainly of the " struggle for ex - The latter bird has been domesticated but 360 years, of Nature, that organic beings shall not fertilize

istenoe , ” first propounded by Malthus, together with and yet we have top-knotted, frilled and feather - foot- themselves for perpetuity, as witness the many adap

change of conditions and of climate-accumulating ed breeds. Though bees have varied, still it is in but tations in nature for compelling or favoring the cross

these differences for ages, have produced our natural small degree , which is accounted for by the almost im- ing of distinct individuals.

species . The facts which have been accumulated in possibility of bringing selections into play by pairing As to the effects of long continued bud or short prop

corroboration of the theory, must however, be alike particular queens and drones, as they unite only dur - agation, which is thought by many to be injurious, it

interesting to the believer or disbeliever in it, and as ing flight. Here is a striking illustration of in- is made manifest that plants may be propagated for a

the very general prejudice against his first work may stinct suffering from domestication : The silk - worm long time in this manner. Who ever saw the Horse

pa vacıibo tlo ono , uwdc cousleration from wany a when placed on a mulberry tree, often commits the radish produce seeds, for instance ? and yet how diff

household, it will not be amiss to jot down in a des strange mistake of devouring the base of the leaf on icult of eradication it is !

ultory way a few of those which more particularly which it is feeding and consequently falls down. Thus much for a hasty glimpse at the subject-maller

interest the agriculturist. The professed object of With regard to plants, as this is intended but for a of the book , and whether believing in his hypothesis

the work is to demonstrate the amount and nature of brief notice, the numerous facts given cannot even be and general deductions, which occupy the last part of

the changes which animals and plants have undergone synopsized upon. Suffice it to say that well nigh all it, ornot, no one can peruse the work without being

while under man's dominion. Speaking of parent- our vegetables have been modified mostly, in those the gainer, for it is in fact an Encyclopædia of facts,

age, he thinks the dog has certainly had a multiple parts useful to man. The cabbage has ungergone re- interesting especially to the husbandman — a fund of

origin , while he favors the belief that cats have bad markable changes in the leaf and stem , butnot in the knowledge and discovery, which very large experience

a common one. The dog has varied more and given us seeds, wbile peas have varied in the pod more than in and ample means alone could enable one to acquire.

more distinct breeds than the cat, on account of the the vine . Potatoes have varied most in the tuber and The great practical question rests on whether or

night-prowling habits of the latter, precluding that even the mulberry bas paried in the leaf on account not there is any limit to variation. The opposers to

selection which the dog hasbeen subjected to. Though of selection . The weight of the wild gooseberry has Darwinism allirm that there is, and cite rinderpest,

the history of the horse is lost in antiquity he be been increased between 7 and 8 times, but with no peach rot, etc. , as Infinite provisions against improve

lieves it to be descended from the quagga, and cites comparative change in the bush. The common turnip ment beyond a certain point. To quote Darwin's own

the continual appearance of stripes on dun colored and oil- giving rape are shown to be one and the same words : " In some lines of variation the limit has

horses as instances of reversion to that type. The thing, and the one can in a short time be produced propably been reached . Youаtt believes that the

ass has descended from the wild Asinus Tæniopus, and from the other. When we consider these several reduction of bone in some of our sheep has already

though there are distinct breeds, it has varied loss facts, and that we do not owe a single useful plant to been carried so far that it entails great delicacy of

than the horse on account of its lesser value, and of Australia, the Cape of Good Hope, or to any uninbab- constitution. But seeing the great improvement

its being kept mostly by poor people, who do not rear ited island , notwithstanding their numerous eridemic within recent times in our cattle and sheep, and

large numbers, nor carefully match and select the species ; the fact becomes apparent, without entering especially in our pigs ; seeing the wonderful increase

young. Pigs have descended from two forms, sheep further into detail , that most of our present fruits and in weight in our poultry of all kinds during the last

from several, goats from one or two, and rabbits from vegetables have been produced by man's agency, i. e. few years , he would be a bold man who would believe

one form . Though cattle have probably descended mainly by selection and cultivation. In this lightthe that perfection had been reached . ” In some direc

from several wild types , every farmer knows what words of Prof. Asa Gray, " that variation has been tions there must of course be a limit, as for instance

wonderful modifications they have undergone, as wit- led along certain beneficial lines like a stream along in the fleetness of any animal, and this has probably

ness the introduction of short-horns during the pres- definite and useful lines of irrigation ” come well been reached with regard to the horse, but the fact

ent century . The chapter on pigeons is especially nigh the truth . remains, that most of our anciently cultivated plants

full and comprehensive, and he 'shows conclusively That the peach is but a modified almond, there is still vary, and that though the peach for instance was

that all the improved races are descended from the little doubt, and it is a well known fact that the peach known to Theophrastus 322 B. C. , it has recently

wild Rock pigeon, Columba livia, and they differ 80 tree occasionally produces nectarines and vica versa. been greatly improved. At all events Darwin's idea

essentially both in their skeleton and form, that if Our apricots come from a single variety found wild must be the more gratifying to the husbandman, for

foand wild in nature they would be classed as distinct in the Caucassian region , while the different plums he has a continued inducement to select and improve ;

species. The wild Gallus.bankivais supposed to beare descended from the Bullace, or Prunus insititia. whereas the belief that all things bave been created

the prototype of our present breeds of chickens, Speaking of the apple he mentions the fact that the as we now see them , or at the most are only suscepti
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Alaska glaciers to the Florida everglades, is it not a La some looalities five and occasionally ten , and even cattlefeeding were a specialty ,and as finegrassesgrew

combined , with a little of the maple for the especial/ In the item of swine, twenty- five per cent of loss from the best pieces. Other meats are as high as during

made ; but the fact cannot be ignored , so patentasit sons and cattle have wintered much more successfully Strawberries haveappeared from Norfolk , at 60 to 75

ble of definite modification , places a sort of embargo Theannual inquiry into the condition of farm stock tion to a large percentage of lambs, lost, by exposure

on all future experiments. The discussion of the in the United States atthe close of winter and the dis- or other causes .

subject must be productive of good, and we want made by the StatisticalDivision of this Department,known diseases, in all sections of the country. In

eases and mortality of the past year, has just been Horses have fallen victims to many named and un

more such essays as that of Mr. Wier, read before and its results have been analyzed and condensed. Gates county, N. C., the loss is reported at twenty

the N. I. IIorticultural Society, on the production of It shows that the past winter hag been unusually fa- per cent., from a disease commonly designated, “ blind

new varieties of fruits from seed . vorable to the health of domestic animals and that staggers;" and other portions of the South have been

In conclusion , the principal causc of the common to be the rule throughout the whole States, oneyear

leanness and feebleness, which might almost be said severely afflicted with the same disease .

The mortality among swine exceeds that of any

unpopularity of Darwin's viewe, is that they do not ago, are now the rare exception. The uniformly low other species of farm stock, involving a loss of not

accord withthe " Law and the Prophete,” –they are temperature of the Western States, with the absence less than $ 15,000,000,though theextentof the ravages

not Mosaic. But the columns of the P. F. , are not of severe storms,wbile.causing the consumption ofsehogcholerahasbeen less than in previous years.

an unusual amount of hay, grain and fodder, proved Not unfrequently from 1,000 to 5,000 hogs are report

the fit place to diacuss these matters. C. V. RILEY, conducivo to health and fine condition ; so that re- ed to have fallen in a single county. In the Obio

St. Louis, Mo. turns of " condition " are everywhere burdened with valley and the Southern States, this discase has been

such phrases ag “very good ," " extra good,” “ ex- most prevalent. In somelocalities it has discouraged

OUR WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENCE . cellent," " better than for years," and a better than the raising of this variety of farm animale; and in

was ever before seen ." As an instance, and not the many pork-producing districts, it has cut off the en

The Sugar Question .
only one, showing total exemption from leanness, fifty tire surplus for shipment, leaving a scanty supply of

This “ universal Yankee nation ” requires an ex- a few others in equivalent terms, with no county ac
counties of the State of Iowa report “ very good ; " bacon for local use.

In view of such facts as these, I deem a scientific

cessive amount of sweetening. Whether the political knowledging inferior condition. The long drought investigation of the causes and character of these

and social, not to mention other fermentations, so rife of last summer in the Ohio valley so injured the pas- maladies worthy of the early attention of Congress.

among us, tend to sour our people, and render neces- turage as to affect injuriously cattle and sheep in a If remedies may not be found for all of them , the

large area , and to carry the injury to a certain extent best means of prevention can certainly be pointed

sary an unusual amount of sweets, I will not now through the winter,and, in someplaces, cattle suffer- out by veterinary science.

stop to enquire. It is very certain , at any rate, that od from scarcity of water through the same cause. I am, very respectfully, yours,

adults require it, children cry for it, and the demand In the New England states the winter was also very HORACK CAPRON , Com'r.

is constantly widening. It is stated that forty pounds favorable to health and growth. To some extent

sheep suffered from the neglect which invariably fol
Prof. Gamgee, the distinguished veterinarian of

for each inhabitant of the country is now necessary low depression and temporary unprofitableness of Europe, now in this country , is urged to participate

to supply our wants, or 1,400,000 hogsheads of 1,000 any agricultural interest in thiscountry. In the in such an investigation as is proposed. When Doo

poundseach; and of thisLouisianamade forus not SouthernStates,bothcattle and sheep wereaffected; tors of medicine and professed veterinarians make

exceeding 45,000 hogleads of cane sugar last year ; utter lack of shelter to which they are subjected. It themselves so ridiculous as some have in this part of

the farmers all through the land added a goodly quan- is well known that no provision, either of food or the country, in confounding our common diseases

tity of maplé sugar ; the sorgo men , alas ! did noth- shelter, ismade for stock inthe more Southern States, with rinderpest, it is time that an effort should be

ing, and perhaps never will,though their sirup may with very rare exceptions, and toa less general extent made to see if we have anythingbetter thanquack

yet be made more extensively than ever ; and the and yet, in many cases, especially where cattle have horse doctors among us. With meat at present prices

Messrs. Gennert did something, which I hope will wintered in canebrakes, they have come out fat and farmers cannot afford to lose five per cent of their

hereafter be maltiplied a thousand fold, in beet sugar, largein the spring. A large portion camefrom their stock annually by disease.

leaving the great bulk of the supply to come from winter quarters of fence corners or old fields, lean ,

hungry, and emaciated, while the bones of many oth
Washington Markets .

abroad. Now all this sugar at fifteen or sixteen cents, ers strew the waste places on which they have starved. The beef we eat comes in part from the West, in

is worth thirty millions of dollars . Add to this the The mortality resulting from exposure , starvation part from Virgioia. Formerly the best meat of the

money paid for sirup and we have a goodly sum . and other forms of disease, makes a considerable ag. Washington and Baltimore markets came from the

With a whole continent, embracing all zones from gregate of loss ; sometimes but two or three per cent .; South Branch of the Polomac, where corn growing and

shame that we are compelled to import sugar ?
twenty per cent of the totalnumber of cattle and has e

We sheep in the township or county. The occurrence of
could be found anywheror Virginis cattle noworo

can produce & supply , I believe, either from cane or epizootio and contagious diseases often sweeps off a poor, like their owners ; and we turn to Ohio beef -

frombeets, and shall do it, I have no doubt, from both large portion ofthe stockof whole neighborhoods. and pay for it too , at the rate of 37cts, per pound for

is in county, and

sweetening of the boys and girls in spring time. per cent has been reported to this Department in sev- the blockade of the war .

There is just now a great awakening in the cane eral instances . We hayo new potatoes from the Bermudas, at four

business. With a good season it is expected that an Notwithstanding the fact that prevailing diseases dollars per bushel, and tomatoes from the same local

increaseof 30,000hogsheads over last year will be have been lessfataland general than in previous sea- ity,at 50 to 75 cts.per doz. of the size of plums.

than in former years , the aggregate

is to all posted, that the Louisiana cane has been for animals of all kinds for the past twelvemonths could cts . per quart, and will soon be abundant from home

years deteriorating ; and planters assert that it will not be covered by fifty millions of dollars. plantations. At these prices for marketing, don't

not produce balf — some say a third-of the proper The “ Spanish fever," communicated by Texas or some of your heads of large families want clerkships

quantityof sugar. This is so evident that Congress gulf cattle to thoseof thecountry throughwhich at $1200 per year ? Perhaps the fascinations of

willsoon be asked to importa cargoof the Java rib- theypass in traveling northward,rend whichhas official life would provea sufficient offsettosemi

bon cane,which is proved to be the best, to aid in the Missouri and Kentucky, bas been less destructive starvation !

resuscitation of this important business . It has been than usual the past year, in consequenceof the re

The Weather.

done before to great advantage ; and never could such strictive or prohibitory measures adopted by citizens The Spring is as backward here as in other parts

of the border ; yet its ravages have been continued of the country. From my observation, and conversa
aid do so much good as at present.

in several counties in Missouri and Kansas, and in tion with others, I should say it must be at least threc

Losses of Cattle by Disease. Barton, Newton, and Towns counties, Georgia. The weeks later than last year. It is but a short time

The Statistical Division of the Department of Ag- logs in a single seasca, has exceeded $ 200,000 in a

riculture has Boen obtaining voluminous data on this sparsely settled county, from this cause. The dis- since some of the deciduous trees put out their loaves,

ease is peculiar and fatal in almost every case ; is and wood chopping was continued till late in April,

subject. A summary of results is contained in the bighly contagious, while the animal communicating without fear of too much táp. '

following letter of the Commissioner of Agriculture, the contagion appears to be exempt from disease and
One gentleman who has a large farm near Laurel,

which has not been published , a copy of which I am improving in flesh; and it yields to no remedies, and

is but slightly modified by treatment. Md . , says , that working between showers he man
permitted to take for the PRAIRIE FARMER :

A lung disease, locally characterized as pleuro- aged to get his his corn planted by the twelfth, which

DEPARTMENT OF AGHICULTURE, pneumonia, has been prevalent in the vicinity of Bal. be considered a gain of a week over his neighbors,

* Washington, May 17 , 1868. timoreand in eastern Pennsylvania ; and tô some who did not choose to profit by his example. March

Hon. ROWLAND E. TROWBRIDGE : _ I have the hon - extent, about Washington and Alexandria.

or to acknowledge your favor of the 7th instant, rel. Abortion in cowe has occasioned no inconsiderable and April were unusually cold and rainy with an

ative to the extent of the prevalence of diseases of loss, more severe in New York and Vermont than else- occasional snow -squall by way of variety. For the

domestic animals in this country at the present time,where. Localinvestigations have been made, as yet pasttwoweeks we have been enjoying comparativelyand also the propriety and value of an investigation without conclusive results.
of the nature andcauses and possible cure amd pre A disease in Nassau County, Florida, has swept pleasant weather notwithstanding the fact that it has

vention of these diseases.
away twelve per cent. of the castle, and in Baker rained about half of the time. In all probability,

The subject is one of the first importance, affecting county, in the game State, 2,000 died last Spring. In the warm weather will come opon us suddenly, and

the interestsoffarmers scarcely morethan thewell several counties of North Carolina and in Charlton between heat and dust,Washington will then be as

being of all consumers of meats. Could thrée fourths county, Georgia, an unknown diseage has destroyed

of the diseases of farm stock be prevented, the cost of 15 per cent.
delightfully agreeable as it generally is during the

all meats would be lessened, and the food production A great variety of diseases has attacked Sheep, hot months.
HKSPERIAN .

proportionally inzreased .
|destroying not less than a million in number, in addi WASHINGTON, D.O. , May 19, 1868.


